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ABSTRACT: Communications through frequency-selective fading channels suffer inter-symbol interference (ISI), which limits
the data rate. Complex equalizers are usually needed to compensate for the channel distortion. Orthogonal Frequency Division
Multiplexing (OFDM) divides the channel spectrum into many sub-bands, each of which carries low-rate data. Since each subchannel is narrow band, communications through it experience only flat-fading. The sub-channels are separated with the
minimum space required by channel Orthogonality. Therefore, a large number of low-rate data streams can be transmitted in
parallel and aggregate to a high-rate one. Channel estimation and prediction algorithms are developed and evaluated for use in
broadband adaptive OFDM downlinks over fading channels for vehicular users. Accurate channel estimation may be obtained by
using a combined pilot aided and decision-directed approach based on Recursive filtering and prediction. The correlation
properties of the channel in both time and space are taken into account. Kalman performance at much lower computational
complexity is attained with recently developed constant gain adaptation laws. We present and evaluate a state-space realization
of such an adaptation law, with computational complexity of the order of the square of the number of parallel tracked pilot
subcarriers. In an adaptive OFDM system, prediction of the channel power a few milliseconds ahead will also be required.
Frequency-domain channel estimates can be transformed to the time domain, and used as regressors in channel predictors based
on linear regression. We also make a preliminary evaluation of the direct use of complex channel prediction in the frequency
domain for channel power prediction.
Keywords: OFDM (Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing), Orthogonality, Channel Estimation Recursive Filter, Fading
Environment, Adaptive Modulation

then allocates time frequency resources based on the
requirements and channel qualities of each user [1].
I. INTRODUCTION
Adaptive transmission can radically improve the
spectral efficiency when multiple users have
independently fading links. The users may then share the
available bandwidth, and resources are allocated to
terminals who them best and/or can need utilize them best
via link adaptation. This paper focuses on the downlink of
an adaptive OFDM system that employs Frequency
Division Duplex (FDD). The aim is to attain high spectral
efficiency for wide area coverage and to serve also
vehicular users, with velocities around 100 km/h. In this
adaptive OFDM downlink, packet data streams to a
number of active users are multiplexed on a common
bandwidth. Each user must estimate and predict the
channel over the whole utilized bandwidth, and report
which parts of the spectrum will have the best signal to
interference ratio. A scheduler, located at the base station,
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A. System Model
An OFDM system is a multiplexing of several (N)
digital modulation systems over a bandwidth of W Hz in a
baseband form. The modulation filters of the sub-systems
are rectangular pulses modulated on the carriers of
frequencies
kW/N, _k = 0,…N- 1
w
j 2 k ( t Tcp )

1
if t  [0, T ]
e N

k (t )   T  Tcp
otherwise

0


(1)
(2)

where T = NTs + Tcp is the symbol duration, Ts=1/W,
and Tcp is the length of the guarding signals called cyclic
prefix (CP).
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N

(3)

k 0

n  0,1,2, N  1

Where N is the DFT length. Following IDFT block,
guard time, which is chosen to be larger than the expected
delay spread, is inserted to prevent inter-symbol
interference. This guard time includes the cyclically
extended part of OFDM symbol in order to eliminate
inter-carrier interference (ICI). The resultant OFDM
symbol is given as follows
 xN  n,
x f n  
 xn ,

n   N g , N g  1,  ,1
n  0,1,  N  1

(4)

where Ng is the length of the guard interval. After
following D/A converter, this signal will be sent from the
transmitter with the assumption of the baseband system
model. The transmitted signal will pass through the
frequency selective time varying fading channel with
additive noise. The received signal is given by
y f  x f n   hn   wn 

(5)

where w(n) is additive white gaussian noise and h(n) is the
channel impulse response, which can be represented by
r 1

hn   hi e
i 0

j

2
f Di Tn
N

    i 

0  n  N 1

(6)

where r is the total number of propagation paths, hi is the
complex impulse response of the ith path, fDi is the ith path
Doppler frequency shift, λ is delay spread index, T is the
sample period and i is the ith path delay normalized by the
sampling time.
II. PROBLEM STATEMENT
Channel estimation in OFDM systems has been well
studied, Based upon whether those channel estimation
algorithms apply training symbols, we can divide those
algorithms into three categories: training (pilot) based
algorithms, blind algorithms and semi-blind algorithms.
We will discuss these three groups of algorithms
separately. Training-based algorithms assume known
symbols (training or pilot symbols) are inserted in the
transmitted signals. It is then possible to identify the
channel at the receiver through exploiting knowledge of
these known symbols. Blind algorithms estimate the
channel based on properties of the transmitted signals.
Semi-blind algorithms can improve the performance of
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blind algorithms by exploiting the knowledge of both
known symbols and properties of the transmitted signals.
The objective of semi-blind channel estimation algorithms
is to get better performance than blind algorithms while
requiring fewer known symbols than training based
channel estimation algorithms. The channel estimation
algorithms proposed in are training based algorithms. The
idea of the algorithms is to exploit OFDM channel
correlation, thus the statistics (mean, variance) of the
channel must be known to make these algorithms work. In
channel statistics are not needed. The idea is to build a
model with unknown coefficients, then exploit the
information of the output symbols and training symbols to
estimate the coefficients of the model.
The MMSE algorithm uses only the correlation of the
channel in frequency domain (i.e., the correlation between
sub-channels) and fails to address time-domain dynamics.
The MMSE algorithm performs better than LS algorithm
at the cost of higher complexity. Additionally, MMSE
algorithm requires knowledge of channel covariance and
noise variance, which are assumed to be known as a priori
knowledge. The LS algorithm does not need any
knowledge about the channel. In MMSE OFDM channel
estimation algorithm in which coarse channel estimates
from several successive OFDM symbols are further
combined optimally in the MMSE sense to get an updated
channel estimate. The algorithm exploits both time
domain and frequency domain channel correlation, and
makes use of the fact that the OFDM channel correlation
can be written as the product of time domain channel
correlation and frequency domain channel correlation. The
proposed MMSE channel estimator first exploits the
frequency domain channel correlation, and then exploits
the time domain channel correlation. Information of
channel statistics and operating SNR are needed to make
this algorithm work. Moreover, the proposed MMSE
algorithm can work in a mismatch mode. However, its
performance degrades much if the Doppler frequencies
and delay spreads applied in the MMSE algorithm are
smaller than the ones of the practical channel. However,
the initial coarse channel estimates are obtained
independently from one OFDM symbol to another without
taking advantage of the time domain dynamics of the
channel.
The time varying channel is approximated as a GaussMarkov process, and a Kalman filter is used for updating
channel states in time domain. For a fixed percentage of
pilots, assuming pilot symbols are periodically sent
through L+1. Sub -channels, the goal is to optimize the
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placement of pilot symbols by minimizing the average
steady state MSE of the channel estimator. It is shown that
single pilot periodic placement achieves the minimum
MSE with the assumption that channel fading is relatively
slow compared to the symbol rate, i.e. the channel state
remains unchanged over the duration of each OFDM
block, but changes from block to block.

the digital modulation will tend to be more accurate due to
improved matching between the processing of the I and Q
channels, and the phase accuracy of the digital IQ
modulator.

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM
All paragraphs must be indented. All paragraphs must
be justified, i.e. both left-justified and right-justified.
A. OFDM Systems
After the subcarrier modulation stage each of the data
subcarriers is set to amplitude and phase based on the data
being sent and the modulation scheme all unused
subcarriers are set to zero. This sets up the OFDM signal
in the frequency domain [2]. An IFFT is then used to
convert this signal to the time domain, allowing it to be
transmitted. In the frequency domain, before applying the
IFFT, each of the discrete samples of the IFFT
corresponds to an individual subcarrier. Most of the
subcarriers are modulated with data. The outer subcarriers
are un modulated and set to zero amplitude. These zero
subcarriers provide a frequency guard band before the
nyquist frequency and effectively act as an interpolation
of the signal and allows for a realistic roll off in the analog
anti-aliasing reconstruction filters.

Figure.1. OFDM systems IFFT and FFT stages

B. RF Modulation
The output of the OFDM modulator generates a base
band signal, which must be mixed up to the required
transmission frequency. This can be implemented using
analog techniques as shown in Figure 2 or using a Digital
up Converter as shown in Figure 3. Both techniques
perform the same operation, however the performance of
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Figure.2. RF Modulation of complex base band OFDM signal

Figure.3. RF Demodulation of complex base band OFDM signal

C. Adaptive Modulation
Adaptive modulation is a powerful technique for
maximizing the data throughput of subcarriers allocated to
a user. Adaptive modulation involves measuring the SNR
of each subcarrier in the transmission, then selecting a
modulation scheme that will maximize the spectral
efficiency, while maintaining an acceptable BER. This
technique has been used in Asymmetric Digital Subscriber
Line (ADSL) to maximize the system throughput. ADSL
uses OFDM transmission over copper telephone cables.
The channel frequency response of copper cables is
relatively constant and so reallocation of the modulation
scheme does not need to be performed very often, as a
result the benefit greatly out ways the overhead required
for measuring of the channel response [3]. Using adaptive
modulation in a wireless environment is much more
difficult as the channel response and SNR can change very
rapidly, requiring frequent updates to track these changes.
Adaptive modulation has not been used extensively in
wireless applications due to the difficulty in tracking the
radio channel effectively. The effectiveness of a multiuser
OFDM system using an adaptive subcarrier, bit and power
allocation was investigated. Optimization of the
transmission was achieved by minimizing the power
requirement for a given transmission channel and user
data rate. It was found that the use of adaptive modulation,
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and adaptive user allocation reduced the required
transmitter power by 5-10dB. Most OFDM systems use a
fixed modulation scheme over all subcarriers for
simplicity. However each subcarrier in a multiuser OFDM
system can potentially have a different modulation scheme
depending on the channel conditions. Any coherent or
differential, phase or amplitude modulation scheme can be
used including BPSK, QPSK, 8-PSK, 16-QAM, 64-QAM,
etc, each providing a trade off between spectral efficiency
and the bit error rate[4],[5]. The spectral efficiency can be
maximized by choosing the highest modulation scheme
that will give an acceptable Bit Error Rate (BER). In a
multipath radio channel, frequency selective fading can
result in large variations in the received power of each
subcarrier. For a channel with no direct signal path this
variation can be as much as 30 dB in the received power
resulting in a similar variation in the SNR. In addition to
this, interference from neighbouring cells can cause the
SNR to vary significantly over the system bandwidth. To
cope with this large variation in SNR over the system
subcarriers, it is possible to adaptively allocate the
subcarrier modulation scheme, so that the spectral
efficiency is maximized while maintaining an acceptable
BER.
Using adaptive modulation has a number of key
advantages over using static modulation. In systems that
use a fixed modulation scheme the subcarrier modulation
must be designed to provide an acceptable BER under the
worst channel conditions. This results in most systems
using BPSK or QPSK. However these modulation
schemes give a poor spectral efficiency (1 - 2 b/s/Hz) and
result in an excess link margin most of the time. Using
adaptive modulation, the remote stations can use a much
higher modulation scheme when the radio channel is
good. Thus as a remote station approaches the base station
the modulation can be increased from 1 b/s/Hz (BPSK) up
to 4 - 8 b/s/Hz (16-QAM – 256-QAM), significantly
increasing the spectral efficiency of the overall system.
Using adaptive modulation can effectively control the
BER of the transmission, as subcarriers that have a poor
SNR can be allocated a low modulation scheme such as
BPSK or none at all, rather than causing large amounts of
errors with a fixed modulation scheme. This significantly
reduces the need for Forward Error Correction.

IV. RECURSIVE FILTER BASED CHANNEL
ESTIMATION ALGORITHMS
The Kalman filter is a recursive predictive filter that is
based on the use of state space techniques and recursive
algorithms. It estimates the state of a dynamic system.
This dynamic system can be disturbed by some noise,
mostly assumed as white noise. To improve the estimated
state the Kalman filter uses measurements that are related
to the state but disturbed as well. Thus the Kalman filter
consists of two steps: Prediction and correction [6].In the
first step the state is predicted with the dynamic model. In
the second step it is corrected with the observation model,
so that the error covariance of the estimator is minimized.
This procedure is repeated for each time step with the
state of the previous time step as initial value. Therefore
the Kalman filter is called a recursive filter. The basic
components of the Kalman filter are the state vector, the
dynamic model and the observation model [12]-[16].
A. State Space Model for OFDM
Replacing the parameters ∆t, ∆f in with the parameters
∆t=T, ∆f=1/ (NTs) in OFDM systems, we obtain the
correlation of the OFDM system channel gain H k [n] s as
rk ,l [m]  E{H k [n]H l* [n  m]}
 J 0 (2f D mT )

1  j 2 (l  k ) m ax /( NTs )
1  (2 (l  k ) m ax /( NTs ))2

(7)
where T is the OFDM symbol duration, 1/Ts is the
sampling rate. With the channel correlation, we can apply
auto-regressive (AR) model to model the channel H k [n] s


Define h[n] [ H1[n],.... H N [n]]T . A pth order AR model for
h[n] is presented as
p

h[n]   A[i ]h[n  i ]  Qv[n]

Where A[1],…A[p] and Q are N x N matrices and v[n] is
the driving noise of AR process, which is an N x 1 vector
white Gaussian process. A[1], . . . , A[p] and Q are the
model parameters which are obtained.
Based on the AR model of the channel, a state space
model for OFDM system can be built. Define


x[t ] [h[t ]H ,....h[t  p  1]H ]H
we obtain the state equation
x[t ]  Cx[t  1]  Gv[t ]
Where the matrix C and G are defined as
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 A[1]  A[2]
 I
0N
C  N
 


0
0
N
 N


  A[ p  1]  A[ p]

0N
0 N 


 


IN
0N 



(11)



G [ I N ,0 N ,...,0 N ]T

IN and 0N are N by N identity matrix and all zero matrix,
respectively. According to the input-output relationship of
OFDM system, we have
(12)
y[t ]  D[t ]x[t ]  w[t ]
With


D[t ]  S[t ][ I N ,0 N ,.... 0 N ]N  pN

(13)

Where S[t] is an N x N diagonal matrix with S k[t] being its
kth diagonal entry
It can be seen that the matrixes C and G are time
invariant, while the matrix D depends on the transmitted
signals Sk[t]| s and this dependence is made explicit by
using t as as argument in matrix D.
B. Recursive Filter Channel Estimator
The standard Kalman filter can be applied to solve the
state-space model to obtain the estimate of the channel
[17]-[20].
1. Initialize the Kalman Filter with [0]  0 pN and
is the stationary covariance of x(t)and can


h[t ]  [ I N ,0 N ,.... 0 N ][t ]

Note that the algorithm needs the information
symbols s K [t ]| s so it is working in the training or decisionfeedback mode. The vector Kalman-filter algorithm gives
the optimal linear estimate of the channel [9], [10], [11].
Its drawback is its high complexity. Considering that the
dimension of the state vector is pN, which can be
significantly high when the number of sub-carriers is
large.
(12)
C. Channel Estimation by General Constant Gain
Approximation
A theory for designing constant-gain Wiener-LMS
adaptation laws in transfer operator form was presented
and We here outline how this framework can also be used
to approximate Kalman estimators by state observers with
constant gains[7],[8]. Define the regressor covariance
matrix

R  E[diag(sn*,t )diag(sn,t )]
The autocorrelation matrix noise, given

(21)

Zt  diag(sn*,t )diag(sn,t )  R

(22)

The gradient noise, given by


(23)
t  Z t E (ht  h t|t 1 )  diag( sn*,t )vt
and the alternative measurement signal ft, of dimension p,


f t  R h t|t 1  diag( sn ,t )*  t  Rht  t

 
0

be computed analytically from (8).
2. For each t, do the Kalman filter update according
to

f t  Rht  t  Rdiag ( H ) xt  t

x[t ]  C[t  1]

(14)

Minimum Prediction MSE Matrix:
(15)
M t  C  C H  GQGH
t 1

1
t

K t  M t D [t ]
H

Correction:




(18)

Minimum MSE Matrix:



t

 ( I pL  Kt Dt )M t

where ηt acts as measurement noise. The steady-state
Kalman state estimator for the model (25),(26) constitutes
the General Constant Gain (GCG) estimator for the
original model ht  diag ( H ) xt . The covariance matrix of

(16)
(17)

t  x[t ]  K t ( y[t ]  D[t ] x[t ])

(26)

the gradient noise ηt is required in that calculation [21].

Kalman Gain Matrix Kt :
t  D[t ]M t D H [t ]   w2 I N

(24)

We may now instead consider the linear time-invariant
model
(25)
xt 1  Axt  wt

Prediction:


(20)

V. SIMULATION PARAMETERS AND
VARIABLES
A. OFDM Symbol Parameters
The OFDM parameters utilized in the simulation are listed
in Table 1

(19)

3. Channel estimate at instance t is
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TABLE.1. OFDM SYMBOL PARAMETERS

Parameters

Value

System Bandwidth

5 MHz

Number of Sub-Carriers

128

Sub-Carrier Separation
OFDM Symbol Period

10 kHz
111 μs

Number of Cyclic Prefix
Cyclic Prefix Length

32
11 μs

 Plot the MMSE vs SNR curves
Plot the OFDM Transmitter and Receiver Signal
waveforms
VI. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

B. Simulation Steps
The simulation has been implemented in the following
steps:
 Load system parameters
 Generate a random PDP or import a PDP from
the SFN simulation
 Initialize and start SNR loop iterations
 Realize SNR value
 Initialize and start channel iterations
 Generate Rayleigh channel
 Formulate ISI and ICI components based on
channel taps
 Initialize and start ISI-removal iterations (DFE
feed-back)
 Generate AWG noise based on SNR value
 Replace previous symbol with next estimated
previous symbol
 Generate new current symbol
 Implement channel convolution on actual
transmitted symbols (previous and current) and
add noise.
 Extract and store symbol estimates from the
received signal (Conventional Receiver)
 Calculate and store BER values against
respective SNR values
 Plot the BER vs. SNR curves for each case of the
extracted symbols
 Calculate the BER values against different QAM
Modulations
 Plot the BER vs SNR curves for each
type
 Calculate the MMSE values against the load
parameters
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Figure.4. SNR vs SER for NMSE Estimator

Figure.4. shows the NMSE Estimator values for 4-QAM
as the SNR increases the Symbol Error Rate also increases
with higher order QAM. For 4-QAM the SER for a
specific SNR is better than all other higher order QAM. If
SNR is 20 dB then SER [dB] for 4-QAM is close to 100
for other higher order QAM it is up to 10 3.

Figure.5. Prediction NMSE as a function of wavelength

The Mean Square Error for a given wavelengths are
shown in the figure.5. The mean square error is minimum
for 4-QAM.
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Figure.6. SNR vs SER for Kalman/GCG Estimator

Figure.9. QAM Constellation

Figure.6 shows the performance of Kalman with the GCG
channel estimator values. Kalman and GCG estimator
performance values are close to each other.

Figure.10.Transmitted Data signal pattern for 128 data bits
with random amplitude values

Figure.7. SER vs Eb/N0 of QAM

Symbol Error Rates vs Eb/N0 of QAM is shown in
Figure.7 for 4QAM signals

Figure.11. Received data signal pattern for a 128 data bits
with amplitude values
Figure.8. BER vs SNR for 4-QAM
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[3].

[4].

[5].

Figure.12 OFDM signal in time domain

VII.

CONCLUSION

The purpose of this paper was to give some insight into
the power of the OFDM transmission scheme. It has
discussed not only the transmission scheme itself, but also
some of the problems that are presented in mobile
communications as well as the techniques to correct them.
Digital Communications is a rapidly growing industry and
Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing is on the
forefront of this technology. OFDM will prove to
revolutionize mobile communications by allowing it to be
more reliable and robust while maintaining the high data
rate that digital communications demands.
Kalman-filter based channel estimation algorithms are
proposed for OFDM systems in a time-varying frequencyselective environment. Kalman filter solution works with
training symbols or works in decision-feedback mode, and
mixture Kalman filter solution is a blind solution. Though
the per-subcarrier Kalman filter with MMSE combiner
algorithm is a two-step solution: filtering in time and
frequency domain successively, the performance of it is
comparable to the much more complicated vector Kalman
estimator. The reason behind this may be that the time and
frequency components of the Jakes’ model is separable in
nature. This paper can be extended on the reduction of
performance complexity of the kalman filter and also by
using the GCG approximation at different kalman filter
taps we can increase the system performance and reduce
the complexity.
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